
The Silk Initiative – Our Wellness Practice



We use data-led foresight to future-proof 
ambitious consumer brands.

W H O  W E  A R E
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TSI is one of the world’s few Asia-focused 
consumer goods specialists sitting at the 
intersection of insight, strategy, 
innovation, and creative 
development. We work with partners 
across research and development, 
marketing, and consumer insights.   

Clients of all sizes come to us seeking 
success in China & Asia. As a result our 
methodologies and ways of working are 
creative and agile, as are the partners we 
rely on and the IP that we create. 

T H E  T S I  A D V A N T A G E

We’re uniquely 
positioned

Using insight to develop brand and innovation strategies 

Consumer research practitioners

On the ground in Asia-Pacific

Consumer packaged goods expertise, with a passion for health and wellness, 
including food & beverage, consumer healthcare and personal care

Highly dynamic problem solvers



W H O  W E  A R E
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F O R E S I G H T  A N D  I N S I G H T

Insights help clients deal with today's 
issues. Foresight puts them ahead of their 
competition. Combining foresight with 
insight gives our clients the highest 
likelihood of future success.

B E  T H E  W A R R I O R  F O R  B R A N D  G R O W T H

It's not enough to put our clients' needs 
first. We’ve got to fight for their success 
and be the true warrior they need by 
their side.

D A T A  I N .  A S S E T S  O U T .

We don't just guess what consumers 
want or where the market's going. 
Everything we produce is backed by solid 
data so our clients can be confident in 
our recommendations.

Our guiding
mantras



H O W  W E  W O R K

At TSI, our business is to create and validate data-driven brand 
strategy solutions to fulfil our client’s ambitions. 

S C A L E

Our rigorous brand validation techniques 
help our clients understand the 
measurable return on investment of their 
brand strategies.

This ensures you have the confidence, 
excitement, and motivation as a business 
to maximise your market potential.

I N N O V A T E

Our proprietary innovation development 
and visual design approaches bring brand, 
product, pack and communications 
platform ideas to life. 

This gives your business culturally 
inspired, relevant solutions that will get 
noticed in the market.

D I S C O V E R

Whether it’s short-term diagnostic work 
or more comprehensive brand positioning, 
we take a 360-degree look at the 
category, consumers, competitors, and 
approaches that guide brands like yours. 

This provides a complete assessment of 
the opportunities and risks you face, 
making you feel better informed as a 
brand owner.
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Building assets from data.



T H E  T S I  A D V A N T A G E

Our suite of proprietary tools give TSI 
clients a competitive edge.

TSI NavigatorTM, the industry’s first dynamic data intelligence platform that collects, 
analyses, and visualises the China food and beverage landscape to understand 
drivers and trends in real time. 

Hotspex Heatmap Technology, a comprehensive collection of associations on the 
specific emotional attributes a brand or product expresses to consumers to enable a 
deep evaluation of brands, products and packaging.

Our monthly Compass series, using real-time data to track the latest consumer 
trends.
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Proprietary tools.
Unrivalled solutions. 



T H E  T S I  A D V A N T A G E

Our client services and consulting offerings

D E S I G N  A N D  I N N O V A T I O N

• Design Thinking workshops
• Semiotic analysis
• Category, brand, and product naming
• Brand platform development
• Visual identity design and adaptation
• Brand asset design
• Packaging design
• Brand and product concept development  
• Proprietary Sprint NPD

S T R A T E G Y

• Brand workshops
• Brand extendibility
• Portfolio optimisation
• Pricing analysis
• Marketing mix strategy
• Market entry strategy
• Communications optimisation
• Lead agency monitoring

I N S I G H T

• Focus groups/in depth interviews
• Expert interviews
• Ethnographies/home visits
• Store visits and shopper behaviour

(in-situ and online)
• WeChat discussion groups
• Consumer segmentation
• Pricing/choice/volumetric modelling 
• Validation 

(idea/concept/packaging/visual) 
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Data-led. Consumer-centric.
Foresight-focused. 



F R O M  O U R  S A T I S F I E D  C L I E N T S

“TSI are exceptional advisors with a strong understanding of 
futures. Their service is high quality and cultural awareness 
second-to-none.”

–Susan Massasso
Former Chief Marketing Officer, The A2 Milk Company

“TSI’s culturally led creative naming process resulted in the 
perfect name for our China brand launch. Their 
sprint approach was not only effective, they were a pleasure 
to work with and highly responsive to our brand needs.”

–Will Schafer
VP of International Marketing, Beyond Meat

“The Silk Initiative was new to us and the business 
challenge was new to us as well. With all this “new” there was 
a lot of scope for things to go wrong on a high 
profile project within our global organisation. Despite all 
this [TSI] did a great start-to-finish job of taking our business 
challenge and guiding us through an exploration to answer it."

–Senior Manager
Global Consumer Insights, Edgewell

“Working with TSI has been such a rewarding experience for 
us. Their positive attitudes and collaborative working style 
broke down the client/agency relationship, making it feel like 
we were working with colleagues and partners instead.

They are staunch champions in their goal to be a positive 
catalyst for innovative change and have proven themselves 
true experts in the F&B space in China, using effective 
methodologies to develop our brand and new product ideas in 
a logical way.

TSI provided high touch consultancy which gave us beautiful 
results, delivered on time. Would absolutely recommend 
working with them.”

–Rebecca Stratton
Brand Manager Foodservice, Silver Fern Farms
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G L O B A L  R E A C H

Global client reach



With rapid development taking place, Asian consumers are looking for wellness solutions that 
are on par with their modern lifestyle aspirations. 

At TSI, we aim to help brands contribute to the well-being of Asian consumers.  Over the years, 
we have worked with the biggest brands in the consumer food, beverage, healthcare, 
supplements, and personal care spaces. We have also built our expertise in wellness by keeping 
up on the latest trends with Asian consumers. This includes diets, lifestyle changes, as well as 
the evolution of personal care and hygiene practices. At TSI, we use insight, strategy, 
innovation, and design to help health and wellness brands achieve their growth goals in Asia.



Helping the world’s 
leading probiotic brand 

win in China



To do so, TSI first conducted extensive desk research, reviewing the brand’s existing work in 
China and looking into the gut-health space. By the end of the engagement, TSI gave the client 
sufficient knowledge around key consumer insights and problem areas to focus on in China. We 
also helped them with brand positioning and portfolio layout. 

Ideating China-specific gut-health territories
After the initial research phase, TSI ideated six potential positions for the brand. These were 
based on Chinese consumers’ approach to gut health and wellness. They included leaning into 
the idea of balance, nature, and the importance of the family unit, as well as a focus on 
self-indulgence in food as opposed to the concept of “me time.”

These ideas were then tested qualitatively among real probiotic consumers to help us identify 
those with the most potential for conversion. Additionally, we identified necessary improvements 
towards building a distinctive brand positioning. 

What does gut health mean in China?

China’s probiotic market is 
expected to triple by 2025, 
driven by an increasing 
consumer knowledge 
around health and wellness. 

T S I  A N D  P R O B I O T I C S

One of the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies and owner of the world’s leading 
probiotic approached TSI to bring their probiotic brand to China. They wanted to ensure it had 
a positioning platform and portfolio layout based on real consumer insight.

The approach



Settling on the portfolio and positioning
We took the results from our consumers research and presented these back to the client in a 
workshop format. This involved all facets of the business, including marketing, research and 
development, and medical teams. 

This feedback led us to settle on a brand positioning which focused on the ideas of indulgence 
and resilience, underpinned by naturality. All of these resonated strongly with consumers when it 
came to gut health. We also identified the claims to prioritise, including naturality, gentleness, 
and balance. 

As a final piece, TSI helped the brand identify which of their current global portfolio items would 
best fit under this new positioning and tie in well with the Chinese consumer’s viewpoint on 
health and wellbeing. This also included a future’s based analysis of Government initiatives and 
their impact on the space over time. 

T S I  A N D  P R O B I O T I C S

KEY STEPS
• Research review

• Insight and territory creation

• Consumer focus groups

• Client workshop

• Positioning optimisation
Directional propositions for testing.

Identifying relevant territories. 

THE RESULTS
• Landscaping

• Brand positioning and claims prioritisation

• Consumer insight identification

• Portfolio optimisation



TSI helped Sanofi better 
understand, relate to, 

and empathise with their 
consumers to bring their 

brand purpose to life 



Most companies understand consumers simply as data on a piece of paper. For this engagement, 
TSI wanted to make Sanofi’s consumers real by getting meeting attendees into Thai homes. 
Reaching that point was months in the making. 

Humanising the Thai consumer
Our first step was to identify the scope of Thai consumers. TSI interviewed nearly 100 consumers 
to gather enough information to compile profiles on each. These profiles detailed the life of an 
average Thai caregiver, their pains, frustrations, and desires. We compiled the profiles into a 
booklet, given to attendees ahead of time so they could familiarise themselves with consumers. 

Getting Sanofi closer to consumers

“A truly insightful and 
humbling experience 
getting to know our 
consumers in an 
authentic setting. Thank 
for for opening our eyes 
in this inspiring way”

-Senior Vice President 
Head of International Region 

Consumer Healthcare, Sanofi

T S I  A N D  S A N O F I

Sanofi Consumer Healthcare’s annual kick-off meeting is one of the largest company events of 
the year. The 2020 edition, held in Bangkok, welcomed over 200 high-level employees from 
around the world. For Sanofi, understanding the human context in which consumers use their 
products is critical. To gain that, they partnered with TSI to bring their brand purpose to life. 

The approach (or how TSI got over 200 people around Bangkok during rush hour) 



One day in Bangkok
On the third day of the meeting, TSI organised the 230 Sanofi attendees into 50 groups. Booklets 
in hand, the groups clambered into the 32 vans waiting outside the venue to take everyone to one 
of two areas in Bangkok where our consumers lived. 

Each home visit lasted an hour. The consumer gave the Sanofi staff a tour of their home before 
sitting down for a facilitated conversation. Sanofi staff learnt how each consumer provides care 
for their family member, what being a caregiver means to them, and how a brand like Sanofi 
could help provide moments of relief. 

A moment to remember
During the home visits, Sanofi staff were encouraged to take and share pictures with their 
phones. TSI collected these images, compiling them into a presentation as part of the immersive 
experience’s debrief. Once all staff had returned from their visit, TSI helped facilitate a real-time 
debrief session to review and capture thoughts on the day. These have then been published in a 
memory book for all attendees. 

T S I  A N D  S A N O F I

THE RESULTS
• Recruitment and interviews with 60 Thai consumers

• In-depth consumer profile booklet

• 50 simultaneous in-home immersions for 230 Sanofi senior management

• Real-time debrief with meeting participants



T S I  A N D  S A N O F I

“It was such a humbling experience. Thank you for 
reminding us all why we do what we do everyday!"

-Head of Southeast Asia, Sanofi

“Have we broken a Guinness World Record? Today 
Sanofi CHC CMI ran simultaneous home 
immersions in Bangkok for 250 members of our 
international leadership visiting Thai consumers! 
It was insightful and humbling! What is your 
record?”

-Global Head of Insights, Sanofi



Helping a sun care brand 
succeed in two very 

different Asian markets



By the end of the engagement, TSI had helped the client understand how the typical young 
Chinese and Japanese female approaches wellness and beauty. We then ideated 13 SKUs and 
identified those 3 that had the most potential for success to proceed with.

Speaking to the right people
In order to find the winning space, we had to review the existing market and the trends within it. 
To do this, we immersed ourselves in the category and dug out deep insights via interviewing 
experts, conducting consumer diaries, and holding focus groups with target consumers so as to 
know their habits and attitudes.

Through this program of research, the brand was given a clear landscape of the Asian market 
and the white space they could play in. In particular, key unmet needs emerged around products 
with less chemicals and more botanical ingredients.

How do we increase market share?

“The Silk Initiative was new to 
us and the business challenge 
was new to us as well. With all 
this “new” there was a lot of 
scope for things to go wrong 
on a high profile project 
within our global 
organisation. Despite all this 
[TSI] did a great start-to-
finish job of taking our 
business challenge and 
guiding us through an 
exploration to answer it."

-Senior Manager
Global Consumer Insights

T S I  A N D  S U N  C A R E

A leading sun care brand came to TSI looking to increase its share within the market in Asian 
markets, specifically China and Japan. To do this, TSI was asked to help them better 
understand the Asian market and consumer needs within both skincare and sun care. 
Ultimately, they wanted to create a new brand that could fit into the market. 

The approach

To go even more in depth, check out this case study on the TSI website here. 

https://www.thesilkinitiative.com/suncare


Examples of TSI’s mock-up design work.

Creating the future of skin health
Based on the findings and insights from the research, as well as two workshops with the brand 
teams in both Japan and China, we came up with 13 new product ideas that EPC  could introduce. 

These were based on a variety of ideas including Restoration, Blue Light Protection, and Gentle & 
Natural care. Via an online screener we whittled these down to 7. We then designed digital 
prototypes in order to test in more detail through an online survey.  

Identifying the best way forward
With our online concept screening process and licensed emotional profiling, TSI identified the three 
concepts that would best fulfil the Asian skincare consumers’ needs. These were specifically 
products with additional benefits such as restoration, or with less harsh chemicals and more 
botanical or herbal ingredients.

The brand has since taken these learnings to proceed with the creation of a new brand for the 
Asian market, set to launch within two to three years.

T S I  A N D  S U N  C A R E

KEY STEPS
• Expert interviews 
• Consumer diaries and focus groups
• 2 x client workshops
• Concept ideation
• Online concept screening
• Concept selection

Side-by-side insights and emotional heatmaps lead 
to formatting directions.

THE RESULTS
• In-depth market understanding
• Selection of 3 concepts to proceed into 

R&D with



Creating a full-scope 
brand and visual identity 
for natural supplements 



TSI’s process started with engaging Trianutra’s internal stakeholders in a workshop to audit the 
brand’s purpose, vision, story, and product benefits. A dive into the various buyer personas and 
demographics helped to visualise the platform and create a story that would resonate with each 
segment. We distilled these research findings into three design strategies which would 
eventually became Trianutra’s pack designs.

Creating a visual identity
Trianutra is a name representing the three quality attributes of the product. It also aligns with the 
brand’s focus on nutrition. Trianutra has aural similarities to several Sanskrit words, particularly 
relevant for a brand with recipes based on Ayurvedic medicine.

Creating a visual identity incorporated each of these critical points so that we did not lose the 
brand essence. 

Developing a brand new visual identity

T S I  A N D  T R I A N U T R A

Trianutra is a natural supplement start-up that takes its inspiration from Indian 
Ayurvedic medicine. The company’s aim is to create a range of supplement pills for 
the modern woman. They approached TSI to develop the brand’s visual and corporate 
identity, as well as packaging design. 

The approach



Designing a package to inspire
TSI then began the packaging design with commissioning 
illustrators to create beautiful renderings of the products' 
natural ingredients. Using vibrant colours juxtaposed with 
Indian paisley-henna patterns — another nod to the brand’s 
Ayurvedic sensibilities —the illustrations were then 
carefully paired with modern typography to communicate 
that the product is not just traditional or Asian, but also 
based on science. For products that were to be 
communicated to men and also related to brain function, a 
further two more masculine and biology-based packaging 
designs were developed.

T S I  A N D  T R I A N U T R A

THE RESULTS
• Brand workshop incorporating multiple 

stakeholders

• Visual identity and packaging design

• Corporate identity guidelines



Launching the 
plant-based alternative 
meat category in China 

with Beyond Meat



Naming products for the China market is not something to be taken lightly. Many companies 
have made the mistake of rushing through this process, ending up with a Mandarin name that 
was either crude, lewd, or indecipherable. 

Beyond Meat understood this. Complicating matters was the category itself. While plant-based 
diets have a long history in China, alternative meats are still a fringe product. How would Beyond 
Meat be able to simultaneously stay true to their mission, convey the meaning of their tagline “Go 
Beyond,” and convert consumers? 

To land on the perfect parlance for Beyond Meat, we employed our proprietary SPRINT 
methodology. Through this, we were able to validate Beyond Meat’s Mandarin brand name, 
tagline, and individual product names. 

The importance of a name

“TSI’s culturally led 
creative naming process 
resulted in the perfect 
name for our China brand 
launch. Their sprint 
approach was not only 
effective, they were a 
pleasure to work with and 
highly responsive to our 
brand needs.”

-Will Schafer
VP of International Marketing

T S I  A N D  B E Y O N D  M E A T

Beyond Meat is one of the fastest growing food companies in the world, offering a portfolio of 
revolutionary plant-based meat alternatives. Looking to launch its business in China, Beyond 
Meat needed to better understand Chinese consumers and the market to localise its brand 
name, tagline, and product names. They engaged TSI to help them in that process. 

The approach



Our SPRINT methodology
The speed of consumer change in China means there is little time to waste in the new product 
development process. To address this, TSI created our SPRINT methodology. While normally 
used for NPD work, SPRINT’s five-phase process was adjusted to provide Beyond Meat with 
validated naming conventions in minimal time. 

Phase 1: Immersion. To begin, TSI engaged thought leaders and other industry stakeholders to fully 
understand market trends and potential in the alternative-meat category. 
Phase 2: Ideation workshop. With a team of linguists, TSI devised over 100 alternative names. 
Phase 3: Consumer validation. We then tested these name choices with consumers through a 
series of validation workshops, resulting in a shortlist of options. 
Phase 4: Refinement. In refining names, we made sure to include regulatory lawyers, customs 
authorities, and linguistic analysts. 
Phase 5: Final validation. TSI then conducted a final validation using our digital emotional sentiment 
testing tools.  

T S I  A N D  B E Y O N D  M E A T

THE RESULTS
On April 22, 2020 Beyond Meat officially launched in China under the Mandarin name, 
����TM. In English this translates to Unique Meat Eater, a very appropriate name 
for the brand. Their launch collaboration with Starbucks and Oatly has expanded reach 
and exposure for the brand among Chinese consumers. 



Helping grow market 
share quickly in the 

world’s most dynamic 
market



Understanding new consumer thinking
To get to the optimal positioning and marketing mix, TSI ran a series of quantitative studies 
across four key Chinese markets. 

From Shanghai and Nanjing in the east, to Chengdu in the west and Qingdao in the north, we 
wanted to gain a better understanding of consumer reactions to a new children’s formula. This is 
especially important in China, where a decade-old milk scandal still taints consumer purchasing 
behaviours. 

Going deeper into the research
We also expanded on this research to understand and estimate sources of volume, then 
forecasting out potential first-year sales for the company. 

Understanding new consumer thinking

“TSI are exceptional 
advisors with a strong 
understanding of futures. 
Their service is high 
quality and cultural 
awareness second-to-
none.”

-Susan Massasso
Former Chief Marketing Officer

T S I  A N D  T H E  A 2  M I L K  C O M P A N Y ™  

The a2 Milk Company™ (A2MC) is in the business of pioneering the scientific understanding of 
the A2 protein type so more people can enjoy the nutritional goodness that only comes from 
real and natural milk across a range of products including fresh milk, infant milk formula, and 
milk powder. A2MC approached TSI to assist with developing a fortified children’s milk powder 
specifically for the China market. 

The approach

To go even more in depth, check out this case study on the TSI website here. 

https://www.thesilkinitiative.com/a2-smart-nutrition


Finding the size of prize
Our research helped to settle a few key questions for the A2MC. 

First, TSI was able to map out the impact of this new product line on key competitors, including 
the depth to which A2MC would take away their market share. Secondly, we forecasted out 
potential sales of this new product across its first year. To achieve this, TSI run over 100,000 
unique simulations. Lastly, TSI identified the optimal category, consumer, and marketing mix. 
This included store placement, target markets and purchase intents, as well as the language in 
which to present the product. 

As a result of our partnership, our client received a consumer validated proposition, product 
design, marketing mix strategy, in addition to the commercial forecasting needed to present a 
business case internally to make their new brand and product portfolio a reality.

T S I  A N D  T H E  A 2  M I L K  C O M P A N Y ™  

KEY STEPS
• Product design

• Online survey 

• Volumetric modelling and forecasting

TSI’s work at Melbourne International Airport.

Data-driven size-of-prize insights.

THE RESULTS
• Consumer-validated proposition

• Marketing mix strategy

• Commercial forecasting

• Launched product



The Silk Initiative Ltd  ���������������

Shanghai / No. 406 Jian Guo West Road, 2F, Unit 215, Xu Hui District, Shanghai 200031, P.R.C
�� / ��������406	2�215200031
Hong Kong / Unit 2403, Tung Wai Commercial Building, 109-111 Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong

Follow us on WeChat!

Andrew Cameron, Associate 
Director and Wellness Lead

acameron@thesilkinitiative.com
www.thesilkinitiative.com

CONTACT


